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Created by Milviz 

 

Intro 

The JU-87 Sturzkampfflugzeug, alias “Stuka” is a Second World War German dive bomber built by 

Junkers. It features a twin seat tandem configuration where the back seat is a gunners position facing 

backwards. The D and G-series of JU-87 were both powered by a three-bladed Junkers Jumo 211J  

liquid-cooled inverted V12 engine powering 1420 PS (1,400hp) and was a notorious and feared aircraft 

of that era. 

One of the main characteristics of the Stuka was the inverted gull wings and the dive siren that spread 

fear in all troops under an attack. The Stuka was designed by Hermann Pohlman and had the first flight 

back in 1935. It quickly made it to the Luftwaffe’s Condor Legion where it became famous for its 

accuracy and effectiveness towards ground targets. However the Stuka was not very agile and was 

therefore very vulnerable in air-to-air combat situations. 

Several variants were built but this review will focus on the D5 and G2 versions. The D-version is the 

bomber version whereas the G-version was fitted with two 37mm (1.46in) cannons with armor-piercing 

tungsten carbide-cored ammunition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



General Information & Aircraft Specs 

 

 Produced by Junkers 

 First Flight 17
th

 of September 1935 

 Introduction 1936 

 Role  Dive Bomber 

 Status  Retired in 1945 

 Built  6500 (estimated) 

 Designer Hermann Pohlmann 

 Primary User  

o Germany (The Luftwaffe) 

o Regia Aeronautica 

o Royal Romanian Air Force 

o Bulgarian Air Force 

 

 

 Crew:   2 

 Power Plant:  Junkers Jumo 211J 

 Propeller:  3-bladed – 3.4m 

 Wing Span:  13.80 m 

 Wing Area:  31.90 m2 

 Empty Weight: 2,810 – 3,600 kgs 

 MTOW:  5,100 – 5,720 kgs 

 Max Speed:  344 – 354 km/h 

 Never Exceed  600 km/h 

 Range    1,000 – 1,165 km 

 Armament:  

o 3x 7.92 machine guns 

o 4x 100kgs bombs (wing) (D) 

o 1x 500/1000 kgs bomb (center) (D) 

o 2x 37mm Flak 18 cannons (G) 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Junkers_Ju_87B-2_Stuka.svg


Purchase, Download & Installation 

 

I purchased the JU-87 Stuka through the www.FSPilotShop.com and as always the purchase and 

download went without any issues. The connection to the download server at FSP is very good and the 

download only took a few moments. This add-on is a file of app. 208MB which puts it in the category 

of small to medium size payware aircrafts. There are no license keys, registration online/offline or 

serial numbers required to use this add-on. 

The installation was super quick and the installation wizard was very user friendly with an “auto-find” 

the correct FSX location. Included in the add-on there are an installation wizard for both FSX, FSX SE 

and P3D v1.4 – I have only tested the FSX version which went perfectly. 

The JU-87 Stuka package contains two different models where one is the JU-87D dive bomber used for 

bombing targets and the second one is the JU-87G that is equipped with two 37mm cannons and serves 

as an anti-tank aircraft. 

For each model there are a total of 8 liveries giving a grand total of 16 liveries to choose from in the 

virtual hangar. All liveries are unique and are perfectly shown in the virtual hangar, so that if I select 

the white camouflage version then that is also the aircraft that appears after selection. All liveries are 

correctly located under the “Milviz” dropdown in the virtual hangar but unfortunately there is no blank 

livery included for livery-designers – this however can be downloaded from Milviz’s website. 

Additional supporting programs as config- or loading managers are not included, however there is a 

very well written manual/guide including a detailed checklist of all steps of a flight. This manual and 

checklist can also be downloaded directly at Milviz’s website and also contains information about how 

to dive bomb a target, which of course is very relevant for the specific aircraft. The aircraft is quite 

simple to understand but I would recommend reading or at least skimming the manual prior to the first 

flight. One specific issue that I encountered when not reading the manual first, was the engine not 

performing correctly after engine start with CTRL+E, and I couldn’t understand it before I read the 

manual. The issue was very simply that I had to activate the fuel pump circuit breaker and then the 

engine performed perfectly. 

The data load when selecting the JU-87 for a flight are not more then when loading a default aircraft = 

this aircraft has no impact what so ever on the loading time. 

Here below are 3 images from the manual which I find to be very helpful to understand the specific 

buttons, levers and functions. The aircraft is rather simple compared to modern military bombers, but 

still I like the overview these images provide. The images are from the D-version which e.g. includes 

the lever for the dive brakes which is not found on the G-version. 

http://www.fspilotshop.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



External 

 

Before the first flight I did a walk-around the aircraft, well actually I did for both the D and the G-

version, just to get an idea on the level of quality these models were at. What I found was indeed two 

very well made models that at first glance looked very authentic and very realistic and I just couldn’t 

wait to get them flying. 

Both models are filled with details as e.g. bombs, dirt, radio-wire etc. and the airframe really look super 

realistic. Even the rivets are there which I think really gives an awesome touch when looking at the 

aircrafts. The proportions and specs of the aircraft models seems to be very accurate according to the 

real specs that I found on the internet, however I have not measured e.g. the wingspan of the models, 

but comparing these models to other high quality aircrafts together with aircraft hangars that I know the 

real measurements of, gives an idea of the reality. 

There are a few effects included in these models as the engine smoke on both start-up and during idle 

and taxiing. The smoke is well made and quite realistic and when powering up the engine it releases a 

huge amount of smoke as per in real life with these old aircrafts. The density of the smoke was high 

during start-up but when the prop was running at idle the smoke was quickly blown away. 

Both models features a variety of animations which are all very well made with a smooth and realistic 

motion. I found animations such as control surfaces (rudder, ailerons and elevator), flaps, dive-brakes 

on the D-version, rotating wheels, tail wheel that turns when not locked, cowl flaps, gear suspension, 

propeller and canopy etc. Actually this warbird also has droppable bombs that are controlled from the 

cockpit either as droppable through the dive procedure or by using the jettison handle. 

There are however no “damage” on the targets that are hit when dropping the bombs as there is no 

“TacPac” or similar included, however it is still a nice touch to be able to drop the bombs anyway.  

You can also select/de-select if you want pilots to be shown in the cockpit  this can be controlled 

simply by clicking the pilot seat = add/remove pilots. This is a nice touch, but in all fairness I am quite 

sure most simmers would like the pilot to be there as default. 

I also discovered that when using the controls the rear machinegun would also move, so actually we 

have an additional animation created there. Cool indeed! 

Both models also include a very well made and very realistic light effect. The lights have a clear and 

deep shine to them which seems very realistic and are perfectly placed on both models. I have not been 

able to see real lights on a JU-87, but comparing them to videos of old warbirds found on the internet I 

would say they are very close to being authentic. 



Both models are covered with high quality textures that are created with great perfection. The level of 

detailing is sublime and you can see that the creators have tried to create the best possible authentic 

atmosphere surrounding these old aircrafts - certainly a lot of eye candy. 

I very much like the fact that both models are created with some degree of wear and tear to indicate that 

these aircrafts has seen their share of action. They look like restored aircrafts meaning real original 

aircrafts that did have a lot of action but now is retired and restored. 

Even though the quality is high, the textures are high and the models are filled with details, I found 

absolutely no impact on my FPS performance what so ever.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Internal 

 

Jumping into the cockpit(s) I now found myself going back in time – navigating around in the virtual 

cockpit was very realistic – it was only when I looked to my left and saw a Mooney parked on the 

apron that I realized that I was still here in the 21
st
 century.  

Included in both models are a virtual cockpit for both the pilot seat and the gunner’s seat however there 

is unfortunately no 2D cockpit included which I know many still like and still uses. Honestly I am a 

virtual cockpit guy, so for me the 2D cockpit would be irrelevant, but still I would have liked to see one 

included. 

When looking around the virtual cockpit I saw very detailed old steam gauges that are very realistic – 

however I was a bit disappointed when I discovered that all the legends in the cockpit and all markings 

within the gauges were all in English. I would have expected to see German writing on all gauges and 

legends etc. to create the perfect old warbird atmosphere. Later I discovered that apparently the JU-87’s 

virtual cockpit also has a version where all legends etc. are correctly in German, this I saw on some 

images that I found on the internet. I contacted Milviz and they gave me an excellent and quick support 

providing me with a post from their forum of exactly this issue. It seems that the version that I installed 

had English legends as default, but the German version is also included – this just had to be activated 

by manually copy/paste just 7 .dds files from the Milviz_JU-87G-2/texture.base/German folder to the 

Milviz_JU-87G-2/texture.base folder – If you want the English version back then do the same from the 

English folder instead. Doing this change for the G2 version also affects the D5 version, so you only 

have to do this once. 

I very much liked that the ALT gauge was showing the reading in meters and not in feet since this were 

very common back then. Also the fuel quantity gauge measures the quantity in liters and not pounds, 

gallons or similar. The IAS gauge was showing the reading in km/h and not today’s standard knots so 

here the aircraft is true to the real life JU-87 however with a little minus though – the IAS gauge has a 

center legend (inside the gauge) stating “km/h” which I am quite sure would not be the correct term in 

German, since hour = “stunde”, but I know that is tiny detail, though important detail in my opinion. 

The virtual cockpit layout is very similar to the pictures that I could find of the JU-87 real cockpit 

meaning that the resemblance is very good. The textures used in the virtual cockpit are high quality 

textures and the overall finish is indeed awesome. 

The depth performance or 3D effect in the virtual cockpit is very realistic and combining this cockpit 

with the use of e.g. the Tracker IR5 absolutely gives an exceptional experience. Also combining this 

with the sound set (described later) and flying a bombing procedure really created a superb atmosphere 

and greatly added to the experience of this add-on aircraft. 



The rear seat is also included as a selection, and is created as a virtual cockpit with the view of the tale 

of the aircraft together with the machinegun that also is animated / controlled by the ailerons and 

elevator. 

In regards to animations in the virtual cockpit then this is again something that Milviz has had their 

focus on. I think that about 99% of everything that could be animated also is animated. Everything 

from small buttons, toggle switches and levers etc. are animated with a smooth and good quality 

motion. Also the various aircraft systems seem to be working correctly including the procedure and 

systems used for the bombing procedure. 

Clicking the bombing toggle switches also activates the corresponding lights in the bombing panel – 

the bombing view in the bottom of the aircraft can very easily be opened using the twist handle in the 

lower center part of the cockpit panel. 

I very much like that the overall virtual cockpit has been created to look old and used and that certainly 

adds to the created atmosphere and pleasure of flying this old warbird. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sound 

 

The sound set included in the JU-87 package is not only a sound set covering the engine at various 

rpms, but also a sound set covering environmental sounds as cockpit clicks when clicking a button or 

using a toggle switch. Also when activating e.g. the dive-brakes the sound from the drag (wind) is also 

included and certainly provides the simmer with an added experience. 

Specifically in regards to the engine sound, then I have never heard a real JU-87 in real life to compare 

this sound set with, however I do find the sound of the engine to be very authentic and it really does 

sound like an old warbird. The engine has a huge roar and certainly gave me the excitement chills and 

really sounded like an engine with a huge amount of power – maybe like twice what it actually has… 

The test of the complete sound set was done both with an external and internal view. I also tested the 

compatibility of the sound set for both stereo, 2.1 stereo with an active sub together with a complete 7.1 

surround sound and they all worked beautifully. 

Another unique sound that is included in the JU-87 is the dive horn (siren) – this can be activated and 

de-activated in the virtual cockpit. Again this small but unique feature really adds a lot to the 

atmosphere and the experience of being a Stuka pilot. 

The quality of the sound is good, it is clean and clear, it fit the models and seems to be very authentic 

and realistic which all contributes to an increased experience of the aircrafts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Flight Dynamics 

 

The test of flight dynamics are always difficult since there are so many aircrafts and only a few that I 

have actually flown in real life. I have not flown the JU-87 in real life and I have not been able to get in 

touch with anyone who has, but still I can of course give my feedback on how I find the aircraft 

performing according to what I would assume or expect from an aircraft like this one. 

Ground handling is quite challenging due to the high position of the nose (tail wheel aircraft), so the 

view straight out the cockpit is very limited like when taxiing a P-51 or similar. The brakes are not very 

efficient so I found that I had to be careful using the throttle if I wanted to keep the aircraft on the 

taxiway. 

Taking off was a nice experience where the aircraft would torque slightly to the left when applying 

throttle as per in real life with a single engine aircraft. The engine is not that powerful so the take-off 

roll was quite long, but lifting off the ground was very realistic and the aircraft was steady and 

controllable. 

I followed the instructions from the manual for the climb procedure and set the pitch accordingly. Here 

do remember that the ALT gauge is not in feet as most people are used to, but instead the reading is in 

meters meaning that the needle does not climb very fast. In my younger days I flew gliders out of 

EKHG and their ALT gauge was also in meters, so I am also used to view the ALT in meters and not 

just feet. Good detail though! 

The controls are smooth and very realistic but surely this is no fighter aircraft since the rotation is not 

very fast for both ailerons and elevator. In general the JU-87 is a very stable aircraft and almost flies 

itself when trimmed properly – this I am quite sure is because of the V-shape of the wing (bending 

upwards) which normally characterizes steady aircrafts in real life. 

Also during stalls I experience a very balanced and steady aircraft, this even though I did straight out 

stalls and stalls with a bank of 45-60 degrees. The reaction of the aircrafts was that if I didn’t touch the 

controls during a stall, the aircraft would lower the nose gently and gaining airspeed itself again and the 

nose would here after raise slowly until the aircraft stalled once again. 

I tried several stalls with a high nose pitch and a high bank, but no matter what, I just couldn’t get the 

aircraft to spin on its own. I was however able to do a controlled spin, but in general this is a very 

forgiving aircraft to fly. According to some of the articles that I found on the internet, these specifics 

about the spins were actually correct and there were stated that spins were not allowed to do in this 

aircraft. 



The test of the airspeed during low level cruise was very well in accordance with the specs and also the 

climb speed etc. I couldn’t find any specs on the service ceiling but I tested the JU-87 climbing for 

30,000’ which it performed nicely. I also found a small deviation in performance when testing the prop 

pitch lever which was quite nice. 

In regards to the armament of bombs, then I have seen some documentaries of modern age fighter 

pilots, who states that when dropping a bomb you can feel a bump in the aircraft and the aerodynamics 

will change a bit, so this I was of course very excited to test in the JU-87. 

Unfortunately I did not experience any bumps or shakes etc. when dropping the bombs and the 

aerodynamics seemed to be the exact same as a non-clean configuration. I don’t think there is created a 

secondary flight dynamic for this add-on but if so, then I couldn’t feel it unfortunately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Conclusion 

 

This add-on created by Milviz is a high end payware add-on aircraft with two complete models of the 

JU-87. High quality models filled with details and animations together with high quality textures that 

absolutely create an authentic look of the JU-87 Stuka. 

There is a very well made virtual cockpit with an authentic panel, gauges, levers etc. and the sound set 

included for the JU-87 is a good quality sound set that fit the aircraft and the era of the old warbirds. 

Unfortunately there is no 2D cockpit included! 

The aircrafts supports all steps of a flight with a JU-87 from cold and dark, to dive procedure including 

dropping bombs and to landing and engine shutdown - meaning, that using this add-on you get the full 

experience of flying a JU-87 Stuka. 

I was very excited to test this add-on and my expectations for the famous dive, was absolutely fulfilled 

with this aircraft. The sound of the siren, the sound of the engine and setting up the sequence, 

activating the bombs, selecting the release ALT etc. just all added to create a superb experience. 

Combining all of that with a high quality model and high quality virtual cockpit gave me an awesome 

and very authentic experience of being an actual Stuka pilot on a mission. 

If you are into old warbirds and love authentic and realistic flights, then I would certainly recommend 

this Stuka. It is overall an add-on created with an eye for the details and with a care for aircrafts from 

that era. The JU-87 scored a nice 4.58 out of 5 and is certainly an aircraft that offers the simmer a great 

experience. 

I want to thank Milviz for taking the time to create another great, authentic and realistic aircraft. These 

add-ons certainly lift the flight sim experience greatly and help keeping the flight sim community going 

forward. 

 

Rays Aviation 

 


